LHS Services introduces “CLASS Plus”
With the constant pressure on time and resources, the administration and control of
regular safety and plant maintenance checks including statutary inspections may become
tedious and sometimes neglected. Paper based checklists require time consuming
physical collection, correlation and the storage of the data. This results in a weak link in
the safety life-cycle of your plant item. Likewise, operators pre-use checks,
Weekly/Monthly Safety Check Audits and many more tasks that are paper based can now
be replaced with CLASS PLUS.
Based on our 30 years’ experience building and managing large Statutory Inspection and
Certification databases for companies like:
 ESB Networks
 Dublin Bus
 Airtricity Utility Solutions

* Department of Defence
* RTE Networks
* Bord na Mona

LHS Services is uniquely placed to understand what is required to build and maintain
large databases that can deliver invaluable information to our clients. We constantly
strive to add more valued features, such as equipment performance through trend
analysis, etc., to our existing award winning inspection package CLASS (Computerised
Legal and Statutory Services), used in 124 national and multinational companies.

Our latest update feature is called CLASS PLUS
CLASS Plus is a secure mobile check list application for asset management, safety checks,
inspection, maintenance, audit and data collection in real-time, it does not require IT
involvement in its implementation as it uses a mobile cloud platform.
CLASS PLUS can also assist Safety and other departments collect and analyse data while
fulfiling legislation requirements or periodic audits of any site.

Take holistic view of every plant item.
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CLASS Plus can be use by any company to carry out all necessary periodic checks
enabeling a holistic view of your plant item anytime, anywhere. The program uses
mobile cloud platform and works independently of your own IT infrastructure. It allows
for safety and maintenance issues to be dealt with in real-time.
Features and Benefits
Build any type of Inspection / Maintenance checklists or Audits.
1. Access inspection forms anywhere, any time. Instantly access the most
up-to-date forms from any location. Complete inspections regardless of
whether you have internet access or not. Access inspection forms on any
iOS, Android, or Windows smartphone or tablet.

2. Empower your team to conduct inspections and collect detailed
information anytime, anywhere.
3. Take pictures and annotate them. Capture photos using your devices
camera, quickly snap and attach images to an inspection.

4. Add your location information. GPS functionality makes it easy to
identify exact locations during an inspection. Drop a pin to generate an
address with coordinates.
5. Type or dictate free form notes. Write up additional notes inside a text
box by typing or using your device's microphone to dictate notes faster.

6. Include time and date stamps. Record date and time information to
accurately capture when inspections have been done.
7.

Look up reference information. View relevant information while
inspecting. Either reference plain text, an image, or click a link to an
external website.
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8.

Sign off with digital signatures.Confirm information with sign offs and have accountability with digital
signature capture.

9.

Record and track safety action items. Create a corrective action on
the spot for an issue that needs to be resolved. Assign actions to people,
set the time and date and priority level for the next task.

10. Share reports immediately. After an inspection is complete, an instant
shareable report is generated. Share with the tap of a finger. View
performance and trends.

11. Automatic syncing between mobile devices and desktop platform provide real-time analytics
dashboards. Get visibility into your productivity, compliance,
accuracy and more.
12. Reporting & Analytics. Pinpoint issues, spot trends and take
proactive measures to improve operations.
13. Workflows, Explore how to drive performance with actions,
notifications and workflows.
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The CLASS Inspection Programme has the proven capacity to deliver Safety & Efficiency
and by adding CLASS Plus to your inspection of plant and equipment It allows you to
make decisions on how to bring value to the bottom line and make “Safety a Profit
Opportunity”

Screenshot of CLASS data online
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